A successful student will begin the year with these supplies.
Periodically, supplies will need to be replenished!

Eighth grade basic supplies:
- Hard-cover, 3-ring binder, 2” or larger
- 8½” x 11” loose-leaf college rule lined notebook paper, enough for year, at least 500 sheets
- 5 Divider pages to fit the binder
- 3-hole punched plastic pen and pencil holder or pouch to fit inside binder
- 2-3 Blue/Black pens
- 4 dozen pencils with erasers
- Colored pencils and markers
- Highlighters
- Glue sticks (large)
- Scissors
- Ruler
- 2 Boxes of tissue (Delivered to your homeroom teacher at the beginning of the school year)
- Personal headphones and computer mouse (if desired)

For Math:
- Graph paper (Delivered to your math teacher at the beginning of the year)
- Scientific calculator
- 6 inch protractor

For Science:
- One composition book

For Social Studies:
- One spiral (70 sheet) single subject notebook - college ruled

For Language Arts:
- One composition book - Mrs. Hille

(Please be aware that teachers may have additional supply requests once the school year commences.)